
 

* Delay function * Button Control * Repeat function * Macro Language * Description If you want to change the keystroke and
duration of certain keyboard actions, you can use this macro to do so. For example, if you type a series of numbers into a text box,
you can define a set of keyboard actions using macros. You can specify keystrokes to occur one after the other, with a set length of
time between them. You can also choose which keyboard actions to perform (mapping a macro to a button on a dialog box, for
example). A Keymacro is a single keystroke that may be executed multiple times, at a set time interval between each execution. It
will execute that keystroke or macro repeatedly, if set up properly. KEYMACRO Features The software package contains 14
macros designed to automate actions on your computer. Each macro can be mapped to a single key, such as Alt, Ctrl or Shift. You
can select a macro and have the software execute that key repeatedly, or a series of keystrokes. For example, you can map the Ctrl-
W key to erase the text in the currently active text box on the screen. KEYMACRO can run the macro again in exactly the same
manner, with every keystroke executed immediately after the first one. Another option is to map a single key to execute a macro
for a set length of time between each execution. For example, if you want to press and hold the key and only release the key when
you get to the end of the macro, you would map the key to run the macro for the full duration of the keystroke. The macros allow
you to do many useful things, from quickly performing commands on the screen (such as formatting or deleting files), to clearing
the clipboard, to stopping the system. KEYMACRO software can save hours of manual keystrokes by automating repetitive tasks
and performing system functions. KEYMACRO can control the keystrokes by using the following parameters - Delay - Button
Control - Repeat - Macro Language - Description Delay You can set the amount of time between each execution of a keystroke, by
entering the time in seconds. For example, if you want to assign a macro to a key and the macro calls for each character to be
pressed and held for two seconds, you would enter 2 into the "Delay" field. Button Control If you want to assign a button to a
macro, you can enter the number 70238732e0
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- Convert multiple pictures at once with batch mode. - Easily resize, crop, rotate and flip images. - Add a watermark to each image.
- Adjust brightness, contrast, gamma, hue and saturation. - Preview images before and after modification. - A wide range of graphic
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formats is supported. - An intuitive interface with easy-to-use buttons. - The application runs on Windows XP, Vista and 7. -
Supports the following graphic file formats: BMP, GIF, JPG, TIF, PNG. - Supports some extra file formats: ICO, CUR, ICNS,
PBM, XPM, XBM, WEBP, WBMP, PPM. - Supports image manipulation features: Brightness, Contrast, Gamma, Hue, Saturation.
- Supports watermarking features: Watermark opacity, size, scale and position. - Supports a wide range of filters and effects:
Picture effects: Black and white, Sepia, Multiply, Addition, Subtraction, Color reduction, Invert, Clear, Print. - Supported graphics
filters: Picture effects: Blur, Sharpen, Angle, Bleed, Bleed red, Bleed green, Bleed blue, Tint, Roto, Emboss, Gasmask, Rays. -
Supported effects: Picture effects: Perspective, Switch, Erode, Addition, Subtraction, Pulsate, Blue filter, Green filter, Pinch, Blur,
Zoom, Spherize, Twirl, Spin, Invert, Black and White, Sepia, Multiply, Addition, Subtraction, Color reduction, Image effects: Spot,
Shadow, Glow, Bevel, Emboss, Granulate, Curl, Wave, Wreath, Invert, Sharpen, Lighten, Darken, Red filter, Green filter, Pinch,
Blur, Zoom, Spherize, Twirl, Spin, Scratch, Spinning ray, Mirror, Crop, Drop shadow, Color pick, Posterize, Black and White,
Sepia, Blue filter, Green filter, Pinch, Blur, Zoom, Spherize, Twirl, Spin, Scratch, Spinning ray, Mirror, Crop, Drop shadow, Color
pick, Posterize, Emboss, Granulate, Shrink, Swirl, Tint, Color filter, Crackle, Vignette, Morph, Box, Cur
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